May 20, 2010

Dear Us TOO Support Group/Chapter Leaders and Friends,

We are pleased to make the June 2010 HotSheet available, and right in the middle of it you will find more information on Us TOO’s 20th Anniversary summit, symposium and celebration in Chicago planned for August 20-21, 2010.

We are also sharing a few more “save-the-date” cards with you to spread the word to others who might be interested in joining in on our celebration and education event. Please urge others to attend and join us for this special 20th Anniversary event!!

Look on the Us TOO website for a very special “Donate for Dad” project during June to recognize Dad and Fathers Day. Rick Lyke, creator of Pints for Prostates and member of Us TOO’s Board of Directors, is helping Us TOO raise some dollars. Remember or honor your father and visit the site!!

We are also sharing a flyer on a nice and easy-to-do July 5-11, 2010 charity event, the Birdies for Charity event which Bill Palos from the Quad Cities Chapter and this office are fully behind. Bill and I really want to ask you to take the time and help Us TOO secure some much needed unrestricted funds. It is easy and fun…and you might be a winner.

As we get closer to fall and Prostate Cancer Awareness Month, there are other activities to plan for and spread the word about. We have included material from PCRI on their September 11-12, 2010 conference in Los Angeles. We have also included an announcement about the 2010 Harry Pinchott Award. Here is a chance to recognize those who have worked hard and made a difference in our prostate cause.

In this edition of the HotSheet we have included articles which have received attention on issues of interest, such as the much anticipated FDA approval of Provenge, positive news on MDV3100 and Degarelix, as well as input and opinions from Doctors Moyad, Myers and Chodak.

Sincerely,

Thomas N. Kirk, President and CEO